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Daily review is important in helping to resurface prior learning from the last lesson. Let’s not be surprised 
that students don’t immediately remember everything. They won’t! It’s a powerful technique for building 
fluency and confidence and it’s especially important if we’re about to introduce new learning — to activate 
relevant prior learning in working memory.

Q U E ST I O N I N G

S E Q U E N C I N G  CO N C E P T S  &  M O D E L L I N G

STAG E S  O F  P R AC T I C E

The main message I always stress is summarised in the mantra: ask more questions to more students in 
more depth.  Rosenshine gives lots of great examples of the types of questions teachers can ask.  He also 
reinforces the importance of process questions. We need ask how students worked things out, not just get 
answers.  He is also really good on stressing that asking questions is about getting feedback to us as 
teachers about how well we’ve taught the material and about the need to check understanding to ensure 
misconceptions are flushed out and tackled.

Small steps — with practice at each stage.  We need to break down our concepts and 
procedures (like multi-stage maths problems or writing) into small steps that each be 
practised.

Models — including the importance of the worked-example effect to reduce cognitive 
load.  We need to give many worked examples; too often teacher give too few.

Scaffolding is needed to develop expertise — a form of mastery coaching, where 
cognitive supports are given — such as how to structure extended writing — but they 
are gradually withdrawn.  The sequencing is key.  Stabilisers on a bike are really 
powerful aids to the learning and confidence building — but eventually they need to 
come off.

Teachers needs to be up close to students’ initial attempts, making sure that they are 
building confidence and not making too many errors.  This is a common weakness with 
‘less effective teachers’.   Guided practice requires close supervision and feedback.
High success rate — in questioning and practice — is important. Rosenshine suggests the 
optimum is 80%.  i.e. high! Not 95-100% (too easy).  He even suggests 70% is too low.

Independent, monitored practice.  Successful teachers make time for students to do the 
things they’ve been taught, by themselves… when they’re ready.   “Students need 
extensive, successful, independent practice in order for skills and knowledge to become 
automatic”


